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IOT Smart Solutions gives you the edge in an ever-growing technological society

Expanding your Technological
Capabilities with Confidence
In any type of modern day business, security is a main concern. Whether it is
a store or office, any organization or entrepreneurship needs to keep track of
things. There are so many variables to watch over that keeping track of
everything just by following the “traditional way” just doesn´t cut it. And
with today´s advances in fields like data transmission, wireless
communications and smaller, more efficient circuit there´s just no excuse to
not take advantage of it.
You don´t need to spend a fortune like the old days, when technology was pricy and considered a
privilege. Advances in materials, production techniques and communications in general the cost of
owning a state-of-the-art device has become so low, that even small businesses are boosting their
safety with these amazing devices that are available in virtually every field. From baby monitors to
police car dash cameras, surveillance has become a lot easier for everyone.
IOT Smart Solutions is dedicated to help business owners, organizations and entrepreneurs reach
that desirable technological advantage. There´s a huge array of products and services available to
the public that range from traditional analog cameras and DVRS to mobile oriented recording
systems and body worn cameras. Modern looking, flexible, efficient and customizable systems are
presented to the public in a user-friendly presentation, with a solid background in security systems
installation that gives each customer the confidence of hiring the right professional service.
You´re opening for business, want to stay up to date with technology but don´t know where to
start? It´s OK, we can help you with tech planning. Our experienced personnel has the right tools
and knowledge to customize a solution just for you. All it takes is an intelligent approach at the
client´s needs. With modern day data transfer speeds, high performance small devices and flexible
electronic system applications you can have a full-time remote surveillance system in no time.
Applications are limitless, since our team of experts is more than capable of designing a complete
network for any size of businesses. It´s all about selecting the right setup for your company´s
needs – and then taking it beyond your expectations. Successful companies grow, it’s a fact. That’s
why IOTSS projects for today what you will be using tomorrow, to give you the edge over such a
competitive market. It comes with a serious plus: Building your business confidence.
Protect your workers, your clients and your investment with tailor-made systems that work for
you from the very beginning - plus a full customer support that only IOT Smart Solutions can give
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you. Smart control, smart services, smart solutions. Time to take that first step with confidence,
and then enjoy the peace of mind only a high performance surveillance technology can bring.
If you, your business or entrepreneurship are interested in smart surveillance systems, contact
IOTSS at 2055 SW 122nd Ave Suite 324 Miami, FL 33175, give them a call at +1(305) 607 4976 or
write an email to info@iotsmartsolutions.net. Visit www.iotsmartsolutions.net for a closer look at
the product and service lines.
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